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About This Game

As a desperado, you join in a very thrilling death game for a large amount of money. The game has 100 people involved. And
the other 99 people are your enemies. This game takes place on a desert island. On this island, you need to show your very tough

attitude for victory. By killing all the enemies with all kinds of weapons, the lone survivor will get a delicious chicken and a
large amount of money. Yes! All of this is to fight for the world’s last chicken.

Each stage will shift its position. To unlock more powerful weapons, to kill more dangerous enemies, to get more money. Only
the real warrior can eat the delicious chicken.

Features

 Use the PPGUN gun shaped controller to get a better immersive experience.

 Various real firearms can give you the pleasure of fighting in the battlefield.

 The resourceful enemies bring you the passion,wisdom and courage to fight.
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Title: Battle for the last chicken
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Shenzhen Simeng Technology Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
Shenzhen Simeng Technology Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD R9 290 or NVIDIA GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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one of the finest platformers made in 92 had its still better than most indie platformers made to day.. If you like point & click
adventure games you will enjoy this.. I think this is the best game ive ever played ive played it ever since i was 4 years old and
now 11 years later it still will forever hold a special place in my heart. not bad really - deffo value for money though.. If you
don't have high expectations on a Megaman game this might be for you. It's not a bad game, but it also isn't a good one in my
oppinion. I requested a refund.. great DLC, specially the conclusion to freeze's story. You know your game is bad when most of
your options don't work.

Edit:
It looks like the devs are downrating all the negitive reviews.. A bit buggy but works fine with V-Sync on. Great feeling and no
need to play the ♥♥♥♥♥♥ fourth movie.. Wonderful game.

Teaches you a bit about economics, politcs and trading in general. Not to mention geography and history. I had the opportunity
of visiting Lubek after finishing the campaing in P3 and P4 and I was all like "F*** yeah, I used to mayor this city"

Also, unless you play fair, the game is most likely going to hurt you (being an arsonist/pirate can be tricky to handle and can
backfire easily)
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Fun, fast, strategic arcade shooter that is incredible in solo or where it really shines, 4 player multi!!!. This is really fun. Was
surprised there was no music, but that is easy to fix by turning on pandora.

I would love to see other particle options. Picking colors would be cool.

If this was developed more I would pay money in a heartbeat. Thanks for a great free demo!. Great costume for Tamamo lovers,
which resembles her looks of lancer class version in Fate\/Grand Order.. It's just meh.. BEST GAME
EVER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! NEEDS MORE PEOPLE DO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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